RAY - BAR SHIELDED SCREW CAP COVERS

Ray-Bar's exclusive Shielded Screw Cap Covers are utilized for safely shielding and encapsulating new screw penetrations into existing lead shielded walls, partitions or when adding cabinets or other surface mounted accessories into completed lead shielded walls, partitions or barriers and provide an easy to install retrofit option in meeting the required lead shielding while also safely encapsulating both the required lead shield and screw head penetration in an aesthetically pleasing hinged and locking PVB cap.

INSTALLATION OF RAY-BAR SHIELDED SCREW CAP COVERS

- AVAILABLE IN 5 COLORS:  □ STANDARD WHITE  □ BEIGE  □ BROWN  □ BLACK  □ GREY
- AVAILABLE IN 2 SHIELDING LEVELS:  □ 1/32"/2# / 0.79mm  □ 1/16"/4# / 1.6mm
- AVAILABLE IN 3 SIZES:  □ SMALL (4, 5)  □ STANDARD MEDIUM (6, 8)  □ LARGE (10, 12)

ACCEPTABLE SCREW HEADS:  □ BUGLE  □ FLAT  □ PAN  □ OVAL

X NOT RECOMMENDED FOR:  □ HEX  □ SOCKET  □ HEX WASHER

* SCREWS AND FASTENERS ARE NOT INCLUDED WITH SCREW CAP COVERS

- CUSTOMER IS RESPONSIBLE TO VERIFY SHIELDING REQUIREMENT PRIOR TO ORDERING.
- SHIELDING MUST BE SAME OR GREATER THAN WALL/PARTITION THAT CAP WILL OCCUR IN.
- ALL SHIELDING MUST BE CALCULATED BY A QUALIFIED RADIATION PHYSICIST.

Terms of Use: Certain designs and concepts are the exclusive proprietary property and work product of Ray-Bar Engineering provided in good faith as a courtesy for the architectural design of projects specifying, incorporating and utilizing genuine Ray-Bar products and assemblies. Ray-Bar designs are not to be copied, altered, plagiarized or utilized in any competitive or detrimental manner against Ray-Bar as protected by law and/or copyrights. "All Rights Reserved"